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DESCRIPTION
Acousticord is made from carded fibres formed into a continuous corrugation and
bonded with polyvinyl chloride to a 100% natural hessian (jute) backing.
MATERIALS
Pile Composition of wall covering: 80% goat hair (ACS-01 Grain, ACS-31 Chamois, ACS32 Charcoal and ACS-34 Granite are manufactured using undyed goat hair), 15% nylon,
5% viscose
DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
Roll Width:
79” (6ft 7in) or 200 cm wide
Roll Length: 60 sq yd (50 sq m) approximate, approximately 300 lb per roll
Thickness:
0.2” (5.5 mm)
Weight:
60 oz/sq yd (2,034 g/sq m)
SURFACE BURNING CHARACTERISTICS | ASTM E84-11a
Flame Spread Index:
15
Smoke Developed Index:
195
Class A
SURFACE BURNING CHARACTERISTICS | CAN/ULC-S102-10
Flame Spread Value:
19.6
Smoke Developed Value:
104.4
FIRE TEST | BS 476: PART 7: 1987
Meet performance requirements of Class 1
COLORFASTNESS | AATCC Methods
Light
AATCC16
Water
AATCC107
Rubbing (dry)
AATCC165
Rubbing (wet)
AATCC165

5
5
4.5
4.5

PILING RESISTANCE | DuPond Tumble Method
Pilling
4-5
Fuzzing
2-3
SOUND ABSORPTION | ASTM C423-09a
Center Frequency (Hz)
125
250
500
Absorption coefficients:
0.00 0.03 0.04
NRC = 0.15

1000
0.19

2000
0.32

4000
0.29

IMPACT SOUND INSULATION | BS EN ISO 10140-3:2010
Centre Frequency (Hz) 100 125 160 200 250 315 400
Improvement in ISI (dB) 2.5 2.1 4.0 6.2 12.4 16.6 19.4
Centre Frequency (Hz)
Improvement in ISI (dB)

1,000
41.0

1,250
48.8

Improvement of impact sound = 23 dB

1,600
52.9

2,000
55.5

2,500
56.8

500
24.3

3,150
57.9

630
800
27.8 32.5
4,000
58.1

5,000
58.8

COUNTRY OF MANUFACTURE
Ireland
WARRANTIES
Wear guarantee and a lifetime anti-ravel/non-zipper guarantee
Please note: we reserve the right to make technical improvements.

ACOUSTICORD INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
INSPECTION: All product should be opened when received and inspected for product
number, colour and dye lot acceptability. Slight variations in color may result from use of
natural fibres and are not imperfections. 24 hours prior to installation, Acousticord should
be unrolled in the area where it is to be installed. Room temperature should be
maintained between 65° and 85°F. Occasionally, crush marks appear from shipping or
storage. This is the nature of any pile type material. If crushing is objectionable, it can be
relieved by steaming with a Jiffy #J-3-C Steamer or installation may be planned by
cutting around crushed areas in the roll to achieve maximum use of goods.
ADHESIVE & TOOLS: The only approved adhesive is Parabond 4099 sold with each
order. Use at full strength, do not dilute. Follow instruction label on adhesive pail. The
following are the necessary tools to install Acousticord: 3/32” x 3/32” x 3/32” V-notch
trowel, metal loop pile cutter, row finder, carpet knife, extendible roller.
SURFACE PREPARATION: Wall surfaces must be flat, dry, firm, clean and free of dust,
dirt, wax, grease and other foreign material. Vinyl wallcovering, paint and old adhesive
must be stripped from the bonding area prior to adhering wallcarpet. Plaster must be
fully cured. Installation over cinder block required a skim coat of adhesive using flat edge
of trowel to fill grout lines. This requires 7-10% additional adhesive or skim coat the
grout lines with Webcrete 98 Latex Fortified Portland Cement Patch. The installer can
decide which method to use based on the depth of the grout line. It is imperative that
the skim coat be allowed to completely dry before applying adhesive with an
appropriately notched trowel. Note: In certain circumstances, if cinder blocks are not
plumb, installation may result in the outline of the blocks telegraphing through to the
face of the carpet. When installing on glossy or metal surfaces, walls should be sanded.
Installers should conduct a pre-installation test on other unfamiliar substrates.
CUTTING: First determine rib direction of installation. Acousticord can be installed with
horizontal ribs or railroaded for vertical ribs. Refer to directional lines on the jute backing.
Keep lines in uniform position to avoid shading. Measure the material and take a row
finder across the full length of the rib. Then, adjust your loop pile cutter according to
manufacturer’s instructions and cut between the ribs. The next cut should start at the top
of the roll on the same side. A few ribs of material will be thrown away in the process.
Note: The edge of the material should not have a lip on it. If it does have a lip, then it is
a poor cut that will not seam correctly. Note: Since Acousticord is fusion bonded, cuts
may be made in any direction without ravelling or fraying.
INSTALLATION - HORIZONTAL RIB: Acousticord can be installed on any clean, dry,
smooth, surface such as concrete, dry wall, plaster, particle board, metal, plastic,
laminate or plywood (minimum of ½” thickness). See: Surface Preparation. When
installing ribs horizontally, walls should be plumbed and checked with a level. Fill pieces
should be used for inside corners, butted edge to edge. If this is not possible, cut
Acousticord 2” longer in length. Leave full at ceiling and floor. Observing open time for
the adhesive is important. Tack up time will depend on atmosphere conditions. Adhesive
should be allowed to become tacky and not dry out. Roll the carpet surface with an
extendible roller end to end and side to side for complete adhesive transfer. Acousticord
must be 100% adhered to the wall for dimensional stability. Re-rolling the material may
be necessary within 3-6 hours. Note: Do not trim until adhesive has tacked or preferably

trim the following day. Acousticord installed with horizontal rib cannot turn outside 90°
corners. The maximum radius that can be turned is a bullnose outside sheetrock corner.
Another method to handle outside corners is to specify brushed aluminum 3/16” outside
corner turn. Optional 3/16” J cap may be used in certain applications.
INSTALLATION - VERTICAL RIB / RAILROADED: Acousticord can be installed on any
clean, dry, smooth surface such as concrete, dry wall, plaster, particle board, metal,
plastic, laminate or plywood (minimum of ½” thickness). See: Surface Preparation. When
installing the ribs vertically (railroaded), you must determine placement of seam line,
then make a chalk line the full width of wall. Then by using a level on the chalk line,
determine bias in floor and ceiling. Start installation at levelled line. Trim excess material
at floor and ceiling. Note: Seam will gap if procedure is not followed. You cannot adjust
the bias at the seam. If you are not turning inside corners, cut Acousticord 2” longer.
Trim corners following day. Observing open time for adhesive is important. Tack up time
will depend on atmosphere conditions. Adhesive should be allowed to become tacky and
not dry out. Roll the carpet surface with an extendible roller end to end and side to side
for complete adhesive transfer. Acousticord must be 100% adhered to the wall for
dimensional stability. Note: Do not trim until adhesive has tacked or preferably trim the
following day. Note: When Acousticord is installed railroaded, the material can make 90˚
turns. Optional to specify brushed aluminium 3/16 inch J cap for certain applications.
SEAMING: Acousticord is not preshrunk and requires seams to be overlapped and
double cut after 24 hours. The purpose of waiting 24 hours to cut the seams is to allow
for any potential shrinkage that might occur in the material. Acousticord seams should fit
snugly together rib to rib if cut properly. Note: Using a loop pile cutter, trim one side with
blade on left side of cutter and next side with right side of blade. Recommended seam
seal is Bostik D815 because Acousticord is fusion bonded. Extreme care must be taken
not to stretch it. Acousticord polyvinyl primary back has a memory. If the back is
distorted, it will return to its original shape, causing seam to gap. It is imperative to use
an extendible roller to ensure transfer of adhesive. Roll up and down and then roll toward
seam. Note: Do not use the core Acousticord is shipped in to roll in. This method does
not create enough pressure for complete adhesive transfer and does not work.

